Answers to the Unit Three Review Activities: VOCABULARY BASICS

Completing a Crossword Puzzle #1

Choosing the Best Word to Complete an Item

1. confident   13. compete
2. dull         14. resolved
3. impossible   15. depend
4. expert       16. dismiss
5. permits      17. hollow
6. available    18. effort
7. intimate     19. prevent
8. suppose      20. amazed
9. portions     21. envy
10. contributed 22. opinion
11. admit       23. ideal
12. gradual     24. locate

Adding a Word to an Item

1. donate       13. purpose
2. regret       14. guarantee
3. advice       15. defect
4. continues    16. provide
5. inspect      17. arranged
6. intense      18. cautious
7. contain      19. experiment
8. defeated     20. personal
9. necessary    21. uncertain
10. encourages  22. sincere
11. disgust     23. involves
12. panic       24. effective

Finding the Same or the Opposite Meaning

1. A   13. C
2. C   14. A
3. A   15. A
5. B   17. B
6. A   18. C
8. C   20. A
10. A  22. B
11. C  23. C
Answers to the Unit Four Review Activities: VOCABULARY BASICS

Completing a Crossword Puzzle #1

Completing a Crossword Puzzle #2

Choosing the Best Word to Complete an Item

| 1. imagine | 13. occupy |
| 2. support | 14. alarm |
| 3. weary | 15. collapse |
| 4. progress | 16. notice |
| 5. relieved | 17. defend |
| 6. fascinate | 18. humor |
| 7. embraced | 19. tolerate |
| 8. victims | 20. distant |
| 9. disaster | 21. select |
| 10. persuade | 22. condemned |
| 11. glares | 23. isolated |
| 12. modest | 24. confusion |

Adding a Word to an Item

| 1. realize | 13. survive |
| 2. details | 14. separate |
| 3. stubborn | 15. refused |
| 4. tremendous | 16. decrease |
| 5. perform | 17. grief |
| 6. emerged | 18. scarce |
| 7. excess | 19. increased |
| 8. predict | 20. united |
| 9. reaction | 21. familiar |
| 10. incident | 22. generous |
| 11. quarrel | 23. similar |
| 12. express | 24. reveal |

Finding the Same or the Opposite Meaning

| 2. B | 14. C |
| 3. A | 15. C |
| 4. A | 16. A |
| 5. B | 17. A |
| 6. A | 18. A |
| 7. C | 19. C |
| 8. A | 20. C |
| 10. B | 22. C |
| 11. A | 23. A |
Answers to the Unit Five Review Activities: VOCABULARY BASICS

Completing a Crossword Puzzle #1

Completing a Crossword Puzzle #2

Choosing the Best Word to Complete an Item

1. value 13. explored
2. attempted 14. urge
3. developed 15. consider
4. admire 16. request
5. exhaust 17. common
6. grasped 18. flaw
7. assist 19. comment
8. condition 20. expected
9. major 21. pretended
10. recognized 22. interrupted
11. attracted 23. enormous
12. hopeless 24. mentioned

Adding a Word to an Item

1. irritated 13. positive
2. competent 14. insisted
3. achieved 15. seldom
4. sufficient 16. solution
5. enemies 17. examined
6. appears 18. concealed
7. injury 19. succeeded
8. advancing 20. surround
9. praised 21. sample
10. courteous 22. delicate
11. permanent 23. imitates
12. duties 24. bold

Finding the Same or the Opposite Meaning

1. A 13. C
2. B 14. C
3. A 15. C
5. C 17. C
6. A 18. A
8. C 20. A
10. B 22. A
11. A 23. A